
Put Down Roots 
Put down on your Scrabble board WORD ROOTS that convey a particular description, thought, or meaning (7s then 8s) 

compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
  

7s [VOC] & [VOKE] (call) 

CONVOKE CEKNOOV to cause to assemble [v -D, -KING, -S] 

EVOKERS EEKORSV EVOKER, evocator (one that evokes (to call forth)) [n] 

INVOKED DEIKNOV INVOKE, to appeal to for aid [v] 

INVOKER EIKNORV one that invokes (to appeal to for aid) [n -S] 

INVOKES EIKNOSV INVOKE, to appeal to for aid [v] 

PROVOKE EKOOPRV to incite to anger or resentment [v -D, -KING, -S] 

REEVOKE EEEKORV to evoke again [v -D, -KING, -S] 

REVOKED DEEKORV REVOKE, to annul by taking back [v] 

REVOKER EEKORRV one that revokes (to annul by taking back) [n -S] 

REVOKES EEKORSV REVOKE, to annul by taking back [v] 

UNVOCAL ACLNOUV not vocal [adj] 

VOCABLE ABCELOV word [n -S] 

VOCABLY ABCLOVY in manner that may be voiced aloud [adv] 

VOCALIC ACCILOV vowel sound [n -S] 

VOCALLY ACLLOVY with voice [adv] 

VOCODER CDEOORV electronic device used in transmitting speech signals [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s [VOC] & [VOKE] (call) 

ADVOCAAT AAACDOTV liqueur consisting of brandy, sugar, and eggs [n -S] 

ADVOCACY AACCDOVY act of advocating (to speak in favor of) [n -CIES] 

ADVOCATE AACDEOTV to speak in favor of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CONVOKER CEKNOORV one that convokes (to cause to assemble) [n -S] 

EQUIVOKE EEIKOQUV play on words [n -S] 

EVOCABLE ABCEELOV capable of being evoked [adj] 

EVOCATOR ACEOORTV one that evokes (to call forth) [n -S] 

INVOCATE ACEINOTV to invoke (to appeal to for aid) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

NONVOCAL ACLNNOOV one that does not involve voice [n -S] 

PROVOKER EKOOPRRV one that provokes (to incite to anger or resentment) [n -S] 

REINVOKE EEIKNORV to invoke again [v -D, -KING, -S] 

SUBVOCAL ABCLOSUV mentally formulated as words [adj] 

UNIVOCAL ACILNOUV word having only one meaning [n -S] 

VOCALESE ACEELOSV form of jazz singing [n -S] 

VOCALISE ACEILOSV to vocalize (to produce with voice) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

VOCALISM ACILMOSV act of vocalizing (to produce with voice) [n -S] 

VOCALIST ACILOSTV singer (one that sings (to utter with musical inflections of voice)) [n -S] 

VOCALITY ACILOTVY possession or exercise of vocal powers [n -S] 

VOCALIZE ACEILOVZ to produce with voice [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

VOCATION ACINOOTV work in which person is regularly employed [n -S] 

VOCATIVE ACEIOTVV grammatical case used in some languages [n -S] 
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